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Abstract Electromagnetic ion cyclotron waves have long been recognized to play a crucial role in the
dynamic loss of ring current protons. While the field‐aligned propagation approximation of
electromagnetic ion cyclotron waves was widely used to quantify the scattering loss of ring current protons,
in this study, we find that the wave normal distribution strongly affects the pitch angle scattering
efficiency of protons. Increase of peak normal angle or angular width can considerably reduce the scattering
rates of ≤10 keV protons. For >10 keV protons, the field‐aligned propagation approximation results in a
pronounced underestimate of the scattering of intermediate equatorial pitch angle protons and
overestimates the scattering of high equatorial pitch angle protons by orders of magnitude. Our results
suggest that the wave normal distribution of electromagnetic ion cyclotron waves plays an important role in
the pitch angle evolution and scattering loss of ring current protons and should be incorporated in future
global modeling of ring current dynamics.

Plain Language Summary Electromagnetic ion cyclotron (EMIC) wave is a class of
electromagnetic wave that is frequently observed in the Earths' magnetosphere. EMIC waves can cause
the loss of ring current protons by scattering them into the atmosphere. Previous attempts to quantify the
loss of ring current protons by EMIC waves are mostly limited to the assumption that the waves are
propagating exactly along the direction of geomagnetic field line. In this study, we show that this assumption
will seriously break down once the waves are obliquely propagating. The obliquity of EMIC waves not
only influences the pitch angle evolution of ring current protons but also affects their loss time scales. Our
study confirms the importance of including the obliquity of EMIC waves in the modeling efforts of ring
current dynamics.

1. Introduction

As a commonly observed wave mode in the Earth's magnetosphere, electromagnetic ion cyclotron (EMIC)
waves are excited by a temperature anisotropy of 1–100 keV ions (Anderson et al., 1996; Chen et al., 2010;
Cornwall, 1965; Wang et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2014) and propagate in three distinct frequency bands
(H+, He+, and O+) separated by the corresponding ion gyrofrequencies. EMIC waves have long been
recognized to account for the efficient precipitation loss of outer belt relativistic electrons (e.g., Cao, Ni,
et al., 2017; Cao, Yuri, et al., 2017; Kersten et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2010; Meredith et al., 2003; Miyoshi
et al., 2008; Ni et al., 2015; Rodger et al., 2008; Shprits et al., 2016, 2017; Summers & Thorne, 2003;
Usanova et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2016), while the resonant interactions between EMIC waves and protons
can take place over a very broad spatial range in the magnetosphere. Xiao et al. (2013) proposed that EMIC
waves in the magnetospheric cusp can efficiently scatter protons into the atmosphere and produce the cusp
proton aurora. Pitch angle scattering by EMICwaves has been proposed as one of the dominant mechanisms
responsible for the rapid decay of the terrestrial ring current during geomagnetic storms (e.g., Daglis et al.,
1999; Erlandson & Ukhorskiy, 2001; Jordanova et al., 1997; Kozyra et al., 2013; Summers, 2005; Usanova
et al., 2010; Yahnin & Yahnina, 2007) and the evolution of the partial ring current ion pitch angle distribu-
tions (Runov et al., 2016). The subsequent proton precipitation losses have been confirmed by previous
observations (Fuselier et al., 2004; Sakaguchi et al., 2007; Spasojevic et al., 2011; Su et al., 2011) to account
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for the formation of detached proton arcs at subauroral latitudes. Recently, it was suggested by Liang et al.
(2014) and Cao et al. (2016) that EMIC waves could be a potential candidate for the “reversed” energy‐
latitude precipitation pattern of central plasma sheet protons.

The Earth's ring current consists of energetic ions coming from both the ionosphere and solar wind, the
major carriers being protons with energies from 1 keV to a few hundred keV (Daglis et al., 1999;
Gkioulidou et al., 2016; Zhao et al., 2015). Pitch angle scattering by EMIC waves has been incorporated into
global ring current modeling (Gamayunov et al., 2009; Jordanova et al., 2001; Khazanov et al., 2006; Kozyra
et al., 2013) to account for the rapid decay of ring current protons. While most previous attempts to quantify
the scattering loss of ring current protons are limited to the assumption that EMIC waves are parallel
propagating (e.g., Erlandson & Ukhorskiy, 2001; Summers, 2005; Xiao et al., 2011, 2012), recent statistical
studies of EMIC wave global distribution have demonstrated the high occurrence rates of EMIC wave events
with large wave normal angle (Allen et al., 2015; Min et al., 2012; Saikin et al., 2015). It is well recognized
that the wave normal distribution plays an important role in the resonant interactions between radiation
belt electrons and various magnetospheric waves including plasmaspheric hiss, chorus, and magnetoso-
nic waves (Albert, 2017; Artemyev et al., 2012; Gao et al., 2015; Lei et al., 2017; Li et al., 2014; Meredith
et al., 2007; Mourenas et al., 2012; Shprits, Thorne, et al., 2006; Shprits & Ni, 2009). However, to the best
of our knowledge, there has been little research aimed at understanding how the wave normal angle
distribution affects the scattering loss of ring current protons by EMIC waves. This is the focus of the
present study.

2. Model Description

Along with previous studies (e.g., Glauert & Horne, 2005; He et al., 2016; Kersten et al., 2014; Li et al., 2007;
Ni et al., 2015; Summers et al., 2007a), we assume the EMIC wave spectral intensity IB has a Gaussian dis-
tribution given by

IB ωð Þ ¼ Aexp −
ω−ωm

δω

� �2
� �

ωlc≤ω≤ωucð Þ; (1)

where ωlc and ωuc are the lower and upper cutoff frequencies, ωm and δω are the peak wave frequency and
spectral bandwidth, and A is a normalization constant given by

A ¼ B2
w

δω
2

π1=2
erf

ωm−ωlc

δω

� �
þ erf

ωuc−ωm

δω

� �h i−1
; (2)

where Bw is the wave amplitude and erf is the error function. The normal angle distribution of EMIC waves
is also assumed to be Gaussian, given by

g θð Þ ¼ exp −
tanθ− tanθm

tanθw

� �2
" #

θlc≤θ≤θucð Þ; (3)

where θ is the wave normal angle, θw is the angular width, θm is the normal angle with peak wave power,
and θlc and θuc are the lower and upper bounds to the wave normal angle distribution.

The Doppler‐shifted gyroresonance condition between electromagnetic waves and protons is given by the
equation (e.g., Summers, 2005)

ω−k∥v∥ ¼ NΩp=γ (4)

where ω is the wave frequency, k∥ = k cos θ is the parallel component of wave number k, v∥ = v cos α is the
parallel component of proton velocity v, Ωp is the proton gyrofrequency, γ = (1 − v2/c2)−1/2 is the Lorentz
factor,N is the resonance order, and c is the speed of light. Equation (4) corresponds to the Landau resonance
condition whenN= 0 and corresponds to the cyclotron resonance condition whenN= ± 1, ± 2, ± 3,…. Note
that for parallel propagating EMIC waves (i.e., θ = 0°), only the primary cyclotron resonance order N = 1
contributes to resonant scattering of protons (Summers, 2005).

To evaluate the scattering loss of ring current protons by resonant interactions with EMIC waves, we use the
Full Diffusion Code (Cao et al., 2016; Cao, Ni, et al., 2017; Ni et al., 2008, 2015, 2018; Shprits & Ni, 2009) to
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calculate the quasi‐linear bounce‐averaged pitch angle diffusion coefficients by obliquely propagating EMIC
waves in a multiion (H+, He+, and O+) plasma. In the present study, we adopt a nominal wave amplitude of
1 nT and the results for arbitrary wave amplitude can be easily obtained, since diffusion coefficients are
proportional to the square of wave amplitude in the quasi‐linear regime (Albert, 2007; Summers et al.,
2007b). We focus on the L‐shell L = 6 and adopt a typical frequency spectrum of H+ band EMIC waves
used in previous studies (Ni et al., 2015; Summers et al., 2007a; Summers & Thorne, 2003), that is,
ωlc= 0.5Ωp,ωuc= 0.7Ωp,ωm= 0.6Ωp, and δω= 0.1Ωp. We set the ion concentration ratios asηHþ ¼ 0:85,ηHeþ

¼ 0:1, and ηOþ ¼ 0:05, where ηHþ ¼ NHþ=Ne; ηHeþ ¼ NHeþ=Ne; ηOþ ¼ NOþ=Ne; and Ne,NHþ ,NHeþ, andNOþ

denote the ambient electron (e−), hydrogen (H+), helium (He+), and oxygen (O+) ion number density,
respectively. The electron number density Ne is adopted from the plasmaspheric density model of Sheeley
et al. (2001). In our calculations, we choose the L‐mode branch of cold plasma dispersion relation and
neglect the coupling of pure L‐mode to R‐mode or mixed polarization, following the study of Albert
(2003). There are two criteria for the determination of the maximum latitude of wave confinement. The
first one is 40°, which is assumed based on previous statistical observations (e.g., Allen et al., 2015). The
second one is the latitude where the waves reaches the stopband and cannot propagate to higher
latitudes. Then we choose the small value of these two latitudes as the maximum latitude of wave
confinement. As in previous studies (Cao et al., 2016; He et al., 2016; Ni et al., 2015), we assume that the
ambient electron density remains constant along the field line. Our calculations of EMIC wave‐induced
quasi‐linear scattering rates of ring current protons include contributions from the N = −20 to 20
cyclotron harmonic resonances and the Landau resonance (N = 0).

3. Numerical Results

Based on previous statistical observations of the EMIC wave normal angle (Allen et al., 2015; Saikin et al.,
2015), we choose a fixed set of lower and upper bounds of normal angle, that is, θlc = 0° and θuc = 60°. In
order to investigate the influence of wave normal angle on the EMIC wave‐driven loss of ring current pro-
tons, we consider three sets of peak wave normal angle θm and three sets of angular width θw. In
Figures 1a–1c, we present the bounce‐averaged pitch angle diffusion coefficients <Dαα> as a function of pro-
ton kinetic energy Ek and equatorial pitch angle αeq for θm= 0° (field‐aligned), 20° (oblique), and 45° (highly
oblique), respectively, while θw = 5° is kept constant. It is shown that the resonant interactions between
EMIC waves and ring current protons occur over a very broad pitch angle and energy coverage and the

Figure 1. The 2‐D plots of bounce‐averaged pitch‐angle diffusion coefficients <Dαα> due to EMIC waves as a function of
proton kinetic energy Ek and equatorial pitch angle αeq for indicated sets of peak wave normal angle θm and angular width
θw.
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corresponding resonant region tends to extend to larger pitch angle as the proton energy increases,
regardless of the wave normal angle distribution. The time scales associated with the scattering of ring
current protons range from tens of minutes to several days. For field‐aligned waves, the strongest pitch
angle diffusion is found at 1–10 keV on a time scale of <1 hr, and shifts to larger pitch angles as proton
energy increases. Figures 1a–1c show that the sensitivity of pitch angle scattering rates to the variation of
peak wave normal angle θm is strongly dependent on proton energy. For ≤10 keV protons, the scattering
efficiency decreases as the wave normal becomes more and more oblique. For >10 keV protons, an
increase of peak wave normal angle θm does not significantly change the pitch angle scattering rates at
low αeq but causes pronounced modification of scattering rates for αeq > 30°. As θm increases to 20°, we
can clearly see the increase of scattering rates for αeq~50° to 80° and the decrease of scattering rates for
αeq > 80°. For highly oblique waves (i.e., θm = 45°), the pitch angle scattering efficiency of >10 keV
protons peaks at αeq = ~40°–65° and is found to be much weaker than field‐aligned waves for αeq > 65°.
Especially for near‐equatorially mirroring protons (αeq > 80°), the decrease of scattering rates can be even
larger than 2 orders of magnitude.

We now investigate the sensitivity of proton bounce‐averaged pitch angle scattering rates to the variation of
angular width θw in Figures 1a, 1d, and 1e, which correspond to three different wave normal angle models:
θw = 5° (field‐aligned), 30° (narrow), and 55° (wide), respectively. For these three cases, the peak of wave
normal angle is assumed to be along the ambient magnetic field line. Similar to the variation of θw, a widen-
ing of the wave normal distribution will cause a decrease of the scattering rates of ≤10 keV protons.
Pronounced changes of scattering rates are mainly found in the resonant interactions between EMIC waves
and >10 keV protons. For these protons, scattering rates increase at intermediate αeq and decrease at αeq
close to 90°, and such changes in scattering rates become more obvious as the angular width increases.
Figure 1 also shows that the pitch angle scattering of ring current protons due to EMIC waves is more
sensitive to the variation of peak wave normal angle than that of angular width.

In Figure 2, we illustrate the line plots of proton bounce‐averaged pitch angle diffusion coefficients <Dαα>
due to EMIC waves as a function of equatorial pitch angle αeq for 10, 100, and 500 keV protons.
Figures 2a–2c show the results for different peak wave normal angle θm and a fixed angular width
θw = 5°, while Figures 2d and 2e show the results for different angular width θw and a fixed peak normal
angle θm = 0°. Figure 2 clearly shows that pitch angle scattering of higher‐energy protons is more sensitive
to the variation of wave normal angle distribution than that of lower energy protons. For 10 keV protons, the
increase of θm and θw will result in the decrease of scattering rates and the most pronounced decrease is

Figure 2. Line plots of bounce‐averaged pitch angle diffusion coefficients <Dαα> due to EMIC waves as a function of
equatorial pitch angle αeq for the indicated proton energies. (a–c) The results for different peak wave normal angles θm
and a fixed angular width θw= 5°. (d–f) The results for different angular widths θw and a fixed peak normal angle θm= 0°.
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found at αeq > 70°. For higher‐energy protons, the pitch angle scattering at αeq < 20° is almost unaffected by
the variation of θm and θw, while the scattering rates at higher αeq are strongly affected. As the waves become
oblique, scattering rates of 100 and 500 keV protons increase at intermediate αeq and decrease at high αeq
close to 90°, thus showing a strong dependence on both θm and θw. Pitch‐angle coverage where the
associated scattering rates increase becomes narrow and shifts to lower αeq as θm or θw increases, and the
reduction of scattering rates is mainly confined to αeq > 80°. Thus, the field‐aligned propagation
assumption for EMIC waves will break down for the resonant interactions with >10 keV protons, and
results in a pronounced underestimate of the pitch angle scattering at intermediate pitch angles and
overestimates the scattering of near‐equatorially mirroring protons by orders of magnitude. Such changes
in diffusion coefficients at high pitch angles for oblique EMIC waves can cause the change of the pitch
angle distribution of protons but do not significantly affect their loss time scales, since the loss time scales
are mainly controlled by the pitch angle scattering rate near the edge of the loss cone (Shprits, Li, et al.,
2006). Nevertheless, for highly oblique EMIC waves, the deep minima in diffusion coefficients at high
pitch angles not only affect the pitch angle evolution of >10 keV protons but also cause a pronounced
increase of their loss time scale, according to Albert and Shprits (2008) and Shprits, Li, et al. (2006).

To understand the significant differences in scattering rates between different wave normal angle models, in
Figure 3 we calculate the bounce‐averaged pitch angle diffusion coefficients of 10, 100, and 500 keV protons
for different resonance orders N corresponding to three indicated peak wave normal angles θm, while the
angular width θw = 5° is kept constant. It is shown that the first‐order resonance (N= 1) dominates the pitch
angle scattering at low pitch angles and contributes to the diffusive transport of protons into the loss cone,
while Landau resonance (N = 0) and high‐order resonances (|N| ≥ 2) mainly occur at larger pitch angles.
An increase of θm will not obviously change the net diffusion coefficients of 10 keV protons, since the

Figure 3. Bounce‐averaged pitch angle diffusion coefficients of different resonance orders N as a function of proton equa-
torial pitch angle αeq for different proton energies and peak wave normal angles θm, while the angular width θw = 5°
remains constant.
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reduction of scattering rates at αeq = ~20°–50° for the first‐order resonance will be compensated by the
positive high‐order resonances (i.e., N ≥ 2). It is also shown that the scattering rates of higher‐energy
protons for the first‐order resonance decrease deeply at αeq > 50° as θm increases. Especially for θm = 45°,
the scattering rates at high pitch angles can be 2 orders lower than those for θm = 0°. Furthermore, we
find that both the increase of proton energy and θm can strongly increase the contributions of high‐order
resonances to the net scattering rates. For oblique waves, high‐order resonances dominate the scattering
at αeq = ~40°–80° of 100 and 500 keV protons, which can account for the larger scattering rates at
intermediate pitch angles as compared with field‐aligned waves (as shown in Figure 2). However, the net
contributions from high‐order resonances cannot compensate for the decrease of first‐order resonance
scattering rates at αeq > 80°, which can help explain the much weaker scattering efficiency of >10 keV
protons for αeq > 80° presented in Figures 1 and 2.

Figure 4 shows how different order resonance scattering contributes to the net scattering rates for three indi-
cated widths of the wave normal distribution (θw = 0°, 30°, and 55°), while the peak normal angle θm = 0°
remains constant. It is illustrated that the first‐order resonance dominates at 10 keV for most pitch angles
and dominates at all proton energies for low pitch angles. Similar to the results shown in Figure 3, a widen-
ing of the wave normal distribution will cause a stronger high‐order scattering at higher energies, which can
compensate for the significant decrease of first‐order scattering at intermediate pitch angles. Even though
the Landau resonance also contributes to the scattering of αeq > 80° protons for a wide spectrum of wave
normal angle, the combined scattering of αeq > 80° protons by Landau resonance and first‐order resonance
is still much weaker than that for field‐aligned waves.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

In the present study we investigate the sensitivity of EMIC wave‐driven scattering loss of ring current pro-
tons to the wave normal angle distribution. We vary the peak normal angle and angular width to

Figure 4. Same as in Figure 3, except for different angular widths θw and a fixed peak wave normal angle θm = 0°.
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calculate the quasi‐linear bounce‐averaged pitch angle diffusion coefficients in a multiion (H+, He+, and O+)
plasma. The contributions of different resonance orders are also studied to understand the differences in the
diffusion coefficients between field‐aligned and obliquely propagating waves.

The principal conclusions of this study are as follows:

1. The wave normal distribution strongly affects the EMIC wave‐driven scattering of ring current protons.
Our results show that the discrepancies in the proton scattering rates between field‐aligned and oblique
waves become more pronounced with increases in the peak normal angle and angular width.

2. Pitch‐angle scattering of higher‐energy protons is more sensitive to the variation of wave normal distri-
bution than that of lower energy protons. While the increase of θm or θw reduces the pitch angle scatter-
ing rates of ≤10 keV protons, the assumption of field‐aligned propagation can cause a pronounced
underestimate of the pitch angle scattering of intermediate equatorial pitch angle protons and an over-
estimate the scattering of high equatorial pitch angle protons above 10 keV. Especially for highly oblique
waves, scattering rates for near‐equatorially mirroring protons can be 2 orders of magnitude lower than
those for field‐aligned waves.

3. The first‐order resonance dominates the pitch angle scattering at low pitch angles, regardless of the wave
normal distribution. As the increase of peak normal angle or angular width, the scattering rates of >10
keV protons due to the first‐order resonance decrease sharply for equatorial pitch angles αeq > 50°.
However, the contributions of high‐order resonances to the net scattering rates become important for
oblique waves and can compensate for the significant decrease of first‐order resonant scattering rates
at intermediate pitch angles. This can explain the higher net scattering rates of >10 keV protons at inter-
mediate pitch angles as compared with those for field‐aligned waves.

Our results show that knowledge of the wave normal distribution of EMIC waves is essential for evaluating
the pitch angle diffusion coefficients of ring current protons due to EMIC waves. The field‐aligned propaga-
tion approximation, which has been widely used in previous studies, can break down for the resonant inter-
actions between EMIC waves and ring current protons. We suggest that the variation of wave normal
distribution not only affects the pitch angle evolution of ring current protons but also results in the change
of their loss time scale. Especially for highly oblique EMIC waves, the much weaker scattering efficiency of
>10 keV protons near 90° pitch angles than that of lower pitch angles may lead to a “top‐hat” pitch angle
distribution of protons. Therefore, it is necessary to conduct a realistic treatment of the EMIC wave normal
distribution, such as the development of a global empirical model that can take into account the dependence
of EMIC wave normal angle on L‐shell, magnetic local time, and geomagnetic latitude. Future modeling
efforts are required to incorporate reliable EMIC wave normal angle distributions for improved understand-
ing of the pitch angle evolution and scattering loss of ring current protons.
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